INTRODUCTION
The minimality of languages is studied in several articles, for instance in [1] , [3] , [9] and [10] . Let ,T(JSf) (i"(JSf)) dénote the (full) trio generated by the language family jSf. In [1] , [9] and [10] we can find the following conjecture: CONJECTURE 1: If L is a nonregular language in c(ât) 9 then Df is in #*(L). We show that Df is in 2T(L) for each nonregular language L in c{M) thus proving the conjecture. A resuit of Latteux and Leguy [11] then implies:
PRELIMINARIES
A subset S of N" is linear if: J=l 9 ..., r}, for some u £ eM B , f = 0, 1, ..., r. We say that s is the rank of S if there are exactly s linearly independent éléments (over Q, the rationals) in u l9 ..., u r . The rank of S is denoted by rank (S). Naturally rank(S) ^ n. If rank(S) = r, then 5 is a proper linear set A subset T of N" is semilinear if it is a finite union of linear sets. The rank of T, denoted by rank (7), is s if T=S X U • • • U S m where each S t is a linear set and max rank (S f ) = s. It can i be verified that the rank of each semilinear set is uniquely determined. The convex closure conv (S) of the linear set S is defined by: u 1 + ... +<x r u r | OLJSQ, OLJ^0J=1 9 .. Ginsburg proves in [6] that: (i) the intersection of two semilinear sets is a semilinear set; (ii) the complement of a semilinear set is a semilinear set; and (iii) each semilinear set is a finite union of proper linear sets. These facts are extensively used in our proofs.
Let V, W g N". Then we define:
V+ W={v + w\ veV, weW}.
Let e^N" be the element in which the ï-th coordinate is one and all the others are equal to zero, î= 1, ..., n. Let x ¥ <ai an> be the usual Parikhmapping from {a l5 ..., a n }* onto N n , When *P <flli .." fl|(> is understood, it is denoted by ¥.
Let Zi be an alphabet and xeZ?. Then |x| a dénotes the number of occurrences of the symbol a in x for each a in Z^ The empty word is denoted by e. Let L g Ef be a language. Then:
and Define c(x)~{y eSJ | |x| a = |7J a for each a e Xi}. The commutative closure of the language L is the set
For a language L g {a l9 ..., a n }* s let the complement of L with respect to {a l5 ..., a n } be the language L(a X) .,., a n ) defined by:
...,a tt }*\xtL).
We dénote L^^ ..., a rt ) by L when {a u ..., a"} is understood. A language L g {a l9 ..., a n }* is a SLIP-language if ^F(L) is a semilinear set. If L is commutative and ^(L) is a linear set, then the convex closure conv (L) of L is the following language:
A commutative language i? g {a 1? ..., a"}* is fundamental if *¥(R) is a fundamental semilinear set. Note that if R is fundamental, it is a regular commutative SLIP-language.
It should be clear that c(^) is exactly the family of all commutative SLIP-languages and that c(&) is closed under union, intersection and complé-mentation. Let D f = c ((a l a 2 )*).
MAIN RESULTS
We now prove seven lemmas which imply the main results of this paper. 
e S. Since u is arbitrary, conv (S)C\U£ S. Thus S = conv (S) HK O
Note: A straightforward reasoning shows that (i) the intersection of two fundamental semilinear sets is either empty or a fundamental semilinear set; and (n) the complement of a fundamental semilinear set is either empty or a fundamental semilinear set.
Let S ^ f^n be a semilinear set. Then S is homogenous if there exist proper linear sets S u ..., S m g N" and a fundamental semilinear set 1/iN" such that:
Call a language Lg {a ly ..., a n }* homogenous if L is a commutative SLIP-language such that *F (L) is a homogenous semilinear set. 
Obviously the right side of (%) is a subset of the left side of (*). On the other hand:
Thus (*) is right. Now:
...,a n }* (ii) By the construction of Lemma 1, rank (conv (7\) Oconv(S 1 )) ^s <n. Obviously the set C/ 2 = {w 0 + /c 1 w 1 +/c 2 vv 2 | k u k 2 eN} is a subset of U 1 g 17. Now w 2 = a x «! 4-... + oc"u n for some a,e6, i = 1, ..., n. Since conv^J nconv(T 1 ) = 0, there is at least oneje{l, ..., n} such that a 7 < 0. Let: a = max{|a J .| | OLJ<0J=1 9 ..., n}.
Let rnjeN be the smallest integer such that Wo + mjw^convCSi). Such a number m t clearly exists. Consider the statemant: Then (2) is equivalent with:
(3) P0 + P1P1 + ...+P r P r = (<M> ..., a n t) which is equivalent with: On the other hand, the word a\ a 2 eh~l (xiX 2 ).
Let xeh~l{x^lL). .., a*}*, k e M. We first note that fc ^ 2 since each SLIP-language over one symbol is regular. The proof is by induction on k.
Using the results of Eerstel and Boasson ( [2] , [4] ) Latteux proves in [9] that the theorem is true when k = 2.
Assume that the theorem is true for each fe = 2, 3, ..., n-1, n > 2. Consider the case k = n. By Lemma 3 we may assume that L is homogenous. Since ,f(L) = f(LU{£}), we may also assume that L contains E. Let S i9 ..., S m be linear sets and t/ a fundamental semilinear set such that: = U S, and ( U conv(S t )
Let T= O convfS;). If ïf rank(^(L))-rank(7) = n, then Dfe^CL) by The family QR of quasirational languages is the substitution closure of linear languages. The family QR is also called "dérivation bounded languages" and "standard matching choice languages". Let LeQR be commutative. Since L is a context-free language, Lec{&). Latteux and Leguy prove in [11] that Df is not in QR. By the previous theorem, L must be regular. We can thus state: THEOREM 2: Every commutative quasirational language is regular,
